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Abstract
Due to the on-going COVID19 pandemic, the Colorado School of Mines 2021
Geophysics Field Camp was located in our hometown, Golden, CO, with the goal of
geophysically imaging the geologic context of our day-to-day life at Colorado School
of Mines. We leveraged field sites that are not used in other parts of our
undergraduate curriculum, and for COVID19 safety concerns, we only chose
locations that were walkable from the Mines campus. Our key field sites this year
were South Table Mountain, the Mines Survey Field at Mines Park, and the White
Ash Mine. We also used our Geophysical Discovery Lab at Kafadar Commons for
testing novel instrumentation. Our science targets included mapping a poorly
understood section of the Golden Fault, quantifying the thickness of basalt atop South
Table Mountain, constraining the geometry of a drained pond, as well as testing new
technologies, including drone-based geophysics and distributed acoustic sensing, in
areas where we have a detailed understanding of the subsurface. Here we highlight
three of the seven projects completed as part of our Geophysics Field Camp.

UAV Magnetometer Surveys over Kafadar Commons
Kassidy Sharits & Lillian Brewster, Colorado School of Mines Department of Geophysics

SUMMARY

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, or UAV’s, are used to conduct geo-
physical surveys over difficult terrain. UAV’s are becoming
increasingly popular as geophysicists discover new ways to at-
tach survey equipment to them. In this paper we will address
the question of whether or not UAV based surveys produce ac-
curate results. We conducted both UAV and ground magnetic
surveys on the Colorado School of Mines campus to compare
the results and come to a conclusion.

Figure 1: Drone Magnetometer survey over Kafadar Com-
mons, Photo by Iga Pawalec

INTRODUCTION

Kafadar Commons is a rectangular grass field bordered by the
Coorstek, Green Center, Guggenheim, Chauvenet, and Strat-
ton buildings on the Colorado School of Mines campus. There
are several buried targets used to train the geophysics students
on various survey methods (Figure 2). Using these targets, stu-
dents learn how to collect, process, and interpret data. This lo-
cation is an optimal place for collecting and comparing ground
and drone data because we have an ample amount of informa-
tion about the area.

Figure 2: Present day targets buried on Kafadar Commons [2]

UAV’s are becoming an increasingly popular mode of data
collection because they have the ability to maneuver quickly
over terrain that is otherwise inaccessible to human movement.
During the Colorado School of Mines Geophysics summer
field session, students conducted magnetic drone surveys over
the Kafadar Commons area. To demonstrate the reliability of
drone geophysics, we took a secondary survey of the same
location using the traditional ground based magnetic survey
method.

KAFADAR COMMONS

Historical Information

The northeast half of Kafadar Commons held a small hous-
ing development until at least 1968. (Figure 3) In the 1970’s,
the area was converted into the grassy common space that we
know today. When the Coorstek building was built, the Geo-
physical Discovery Lab was buried under the field. (Figure 2)
We expected to see several of the targets from the magnetic
survey, including the UXO grid, manhole cover, borehole cas-
ing, overlying pipes, and the dipping gas line.

Figure 3: Aerial view of houses on Kafadar Commons in 1962
[1]

Geology

Geologically, Kafadar Commons consists of highly conductive
clays, with chert-pebble conglomerate and shales. A sidewalk
bordered by large trees runs through the center.

we were unable to correct for the error and the software forced
itself to find an average of the two magnetic values.

An example of a poor flight path is shown in Figure 4 and
the results can be seen in Figure 5. This survey produced
unreliable results even after removing the lines that overlapped
and caused interference. However, in most cases we can clean
up the data by removing the overlapping lines and the results
show clean and correct data.

RESULTS

The walking magnetometer made note of the manhole cover
and borehole casing, as well as a body near the overlying pipes.
Additionally, there is a significant difference in magnetic field
between the East and West halves of the commons. A straight
run runs perpendicular to the sidewalk. There are a number of
things that could have caused this such as underground sprin-
kler systems or a change in soil composition. The most likely
scenario is that there is a remnant magnetic field caused by the
historic houses that were once over Kafadar.

Figure 6: Present day targets buried on Kafadar Commons

The UAV survey was less effective than the walking survey.
The offset distance between the ground and the MagArrow it-
self caused the anomaly readings to be lower than the readings
from the walking survey (see Figure 8). Though the UAV data
shows lower anomaly values, the data does still show similar
anomalies as the walking survey data. It should be noted that
the colorbar scale in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are not scaled
the same. This is due to the UAV data having lower values
than the walking survey. Overall, the results from both surveys
show expected values. Figure 9 shows the averaged magnetic
anomaly values for the Golden area measured by the USGS
base station in Boulder, Colorado. The magnetic anomaly val-
ues for this area are very low, which is what can be seen in our
data.

ERROR

UAVs are a useful tool for collecting geophysical data, how-
ever there are potential concerns with the data collection. We

Figure 7: Results from Walking Survey

Figure 8: Results from Drone Survey

encountered several sources of error associated with UAV geo-
physics. Weather is a large concern when flying the UAV, par-
ticularly wind. As discussed previously in this paper, overlap-
ping flight lines can cause false anomalies in the data. Often
times, these crossing flights are due to wind blowing the drone
and/or hanging magnetometer. Wind also causes the drone to
fly at inconsistent heights, and in turn the magnetometer col-
lects anomaly readings that are higher or lower than expected.

Another source of error is the height the drone is flown at. It is
best to fly the drone as close to the ground as possible to collect
the most accurate magnetic data, as a larger offset between the
magnetometer and the surface causes smaller readings. This
can be difficult because drones often need to be flown a few
meters higher than is ideal in case weather, terrain, or trees
disrupt its path.

Additionally, when the drone reaches the end of its line and
turns around the hanging magnetometer swings from the ca-
bles and has movement in the yaw direction for a few seconds.
This swing around data has to be removed when processing
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Comparison between drone and ground magnetic surveying
Students designed and executed both drone-based and ground-
based magnetic surveys to understanding the comparative 
benefits of this new emergent technology. Results from the 
ground-based (left) and drone-based (right) surveys over the 
Geophysical Discovery Lab at Kafadar Commons show general 
long-wavelength agreement between methods on the southwest 
side of the survey with larger differences on the northwest side.

Gravity analysis for geologic characterization
We used a Scintrex CG5 gravimeter to record the micro-gravity anomalies 
from the subsurface. Our goal was to support the current geologic models of 
Golden and provide more insight for future models of the area through the 
identification and mapping of the contact between the dense Idaho Springs 
Formation and the adjacent less dense sedimentary formations. 

Gravity Analysis and Mapping for Geologic Characterization: Golden, Colorado

Elizabeth Bruce, Kieran Coumou, Martis James-Ravenell, Bailey Mullett, and Matthew Olesko

Colorado School of Mines

SUMMARY

The geology in the Golden area is unique and has been
mapped numerous times. Although studied immensely,
the geology is sufficiently complex that much remains
to be understood. Over 2 weeks, the Colorado School
of Mines (CSM) geophysics field camp students took
gravity measurements in Golden to contribute to the ge-
ological understanding of the area. This survey area is
bounded between highway 58, Fossil Trace Golf Course,
Lookout Mountain, and South Table Mountain. We used
the Scintrex CG5 gravimeter to record the micro-gravity
anomalies from the subsurface. Our goal is to support
the current geologic models of Golden and provide more
insight for future models of the area through the identi-
fication and mapping of the contact between the dense
Idaho Springs Formation and the adjacent less dense sed-
imentary formations. We will do this through a 2D and
3D mapping of Golden, Colorado constrained by these
previous geologic interpretations.

INTRODUCTION

The Colorado front range is an area of great geologic
complexity and interest. The Laramide Orogeny caused
the Precambrian Idaho Springs Formation to be thrusted
on top of the late cretaceous sedimentary units in Golden
in what has colloquially become known as the ”Golden
Fault.” We were able to leverage the stark density con-
trast between the Idaho Springs Formation and adjacent
sedimentary formations and thus their gravitational dif-
ferences to identify this contact.

Using a 250m spaced grid of gravitational observations
and standard processing techniques we were able to build
2D maps and cross sections, as well as 3D inversions
to successfully identify the contact between these geo-
logic sections. All the corrections and modeling were
completed using the Oasis Montaj and GvInversion 3D
softwares.

Additional findings of our study include identification of
the thinning or recession of the Idaho Springs Formation
immediately north of the Golden Area along the Rocky
Mountain Front Range and a wedge of likely alluvial
material located beneath the Idaho Springs Formation.

Figure 1: This figure shows the survey grid design. The
intersection of the lines on the grid were the intended
points for gravity measurements. The dots are where
gravity measurements were taken. The places where
data is missing is due to either terrain constraints or high
standard deviation measurements that were omitted.

FIELD DESCRIPTION

The basement rock of the Idaho Springs Formation was
uplifted during the Laramide Orogeny. This formation is
a high grade granitic gneiss and schist with pegmatite in-
trusions [1]. Adjacent to this formation, is the Fountain
Formation which is composed of red arkosic sandstones
and conglomerates of mudstone and siltstone [2]. We
observed outcrops of each formation and hypothesized
a general decrease in density as we traveled Eastward.
This direction is roughtly perpendicular to the line of
between the contact.

Following an Eastward trend, the next formation is the
Fox Hills and Laramie Formations. These are sandstone
units classified by their environments of deposition. These,
along with the Arapahoe Formation have a near vertical
dip in Golden. Following this is the Denver Formation
which extends into the Denver Basin. For proper obser-
vation, a dense grid over the Golden area of 9x9 sections,
roughly 200+ meters spacing, was created with an em-
phasis on the lines orthogonal to strike. The objective
of this dense grid structure was for educational purposes
aligned with the CSM Geophysics Field Camp and the
secondary objective was to observe the contact between
the Idaho Springs and Fountain Formation as this has the

Gravity Analysis and Mapping

Figure 5: 3D gravity inversion for the generalized den-
sity distribution along survey line 7. The color bar to the
side shows density contract in g/cm

3. There is a body of
high density rock to the West which makes contact with
lower density rock to the East.

Figure 6: 3D gravity inversion for the generalized den-
sity distribution along survey line 1. There is still a
West-East transition from high to low density rock, how-
ever there is far less high-density rock in this more
Northern cross-section.

CONCLUSION

We found that the gravity along the southern part of the
survey area shows a strong correlation to a large por-
tion of the Idaho Springs formation protruding through
the Pierre Shale below the surface. The farther north the
survey area extends, the less basement rock is observed
and the more sedimentary rock is present. The south-
ern portion of the survey area follows the geologic inter-
pretation of the area from previous studies as expected.
However, the northern part of the survey area does not

correlate with the surface geology because of the disap-
pearance of the metamorphic intrusion in the subsurface.
Our overall objective was accomplished to visualize the
boundary between the Idaho Springs and Fountain For-
mation. Figure 4 shows the changes in boundary exten-
sion of these formation from the South to the North.The
2D models in 2 and 3.

Further works include integrating a seismic line to fur-
ther constrain the 3D gravity model and studying the re-
maining gravity lines outside of the grid. Immediately
preceding our survey the gravimeters had to be serviced,
therefore it would be advantageous to retake some of
the observations to eliminate any possible instrumental
issues.
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Mapping the Golden Fault
The Golden Fault is a major geological 
structure that has an unknown location and 
geometry throughout much of Golden, 
Colorado. Geophysical methods can help 
address these un- knowns. Reflection 
seismic, gravity, DC resistivity, and Time-
Domain Electromagnetic (TEM) data were 
utilized to identify the fault’s location and 
geometry on the Colorado School of Mines 
Survey Field. These methods, together 
with surface geological observations, 
culminate in a proposed fault location in 
the near-surface. The fault’s deeper 
geometry is less certain but is realistic 
within the proposed subsurface model. 

Golden Fault Mapping: Integration of Reflection Seismic, Gravity, DC Resistivity, and Time-Domain

Electromagnetic Data

David Churchwell, Joseph Stitt, Jared Low, Michael Field, Cameron Reller, and Cameron Modisett

SUMMARY

The Golden Fault is a major geological structure that has an
unknown location and geometry throughout much of Golden,
Colorado. Geophysical methods can help address these un-
knowns. Reflection seismic, gravity, DC resistivity, and Time-
Domain Electromagnetic (TEM) data were utilized to identify
the fault’s location and geometry on the Colorado School of
Mines Survey Field. These methods, together with surface ge-
ological observations, culminate in a proposed fault location
in the near-surface. The fault’s deeper geometry is less certain
but is realistic within the proposed subsurface model. Further
work can be done to address those uncertainties and possible
subsurface complexities that would be confirmed with more
careful experimentation.

INTRODUCTION

The Golden Fault is a major thrust fault that occurs in Golden,
Colorado. There is much unknown about this fault and how
it relates with the subsurface geology. There have been few
geological observations of the fault in the Golden area, al-
though there have been multiple proposed locations of the fault
due to modeling and regional geological constraints. How-
ever, these proposals are rife with uncertainty. There is still
a need to identify the faults location and subsurface geome-
try with more certainty. Geophysical methods can address this
need. Geophysics students from the Colorado School of Mines
(CSM) obtained reflection seismic, gravity, DC resistivity, and
LOUPE TEM data over two lines on the Mines Survey Field.
Line 100 spanned 950m and was parallel to the nearby moun-
tain range. This is parallel to the observed Golden Fault strike
in the region. The other line, Line 200, spanned 800m and was
roughly perpendicular to the nearby mountains. This line goes
across the fault in a perpendicular manner. Figure 1 depicts
these two lines. Line 200 was deemed to be the most useful
line for accomplishing our goal of imaging the location and
geometry of the Golden Fault. Therefore, all interpretations
were limited to Line 200.
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Figure 1: Map of survey field and corresponding Line 100 and
200 locations

BACKGROUND

Golden Geology

Stratigraphy
The geology comprising the subsurface of Golden, Colorado
begins in the Precambrian era with Gneiss, Schist, and Granite
(Horn, 1976). Formed between 1.7 and 1.8 billion years ago,
this rock package is a part of the Idaho Springs Batholith where
outcrops near the west end of Line 100 revealed mica schist
with a light- to dark-gray banding and quartz-gneiss. This for-
mation is located to the west near the base of the mountains
on the survey field. After the formation of the Ancestral Rock-
ies, the mountains began to erode. During the Pennsylvanian
period, streams carried down granitic and quartzic sediment.
These sediments were deposited in streambeds at lower ele-
vations over a time period of 35 million years (Williams and
Chronic, 2018). This formed the Fountain formation. In this
formation, due to Precambrian nature of the sediments, the in-
tergranular porosity is high while the intragranular porosity is
low. Moving towards the east along the survey field, eventually
there is a transition from sandstones to a shale. Composed pri-
marily of clay fragments, the Pierre shale was deposited dur-
ing the late Cretaceous when the Western Interior Seaway was
present over modern day Colorado (Horn, 1976). The forma-
tion is relatively thick and has fairly low porosity and perme-
ability with a dark gray to black coloration.

Structure
The Golden fault is believed to be driven by a system of evolved
back thrusts and roof thrusts which create the “evolved” trian-
gle zone (Sterne, 2006). The concept begins with a wedge
of a deeper rock that splits the overlying sedimentary section
(Sterne, 2006). This wedge is driven by the floor thrust which
then accommodates for a backthrust towards the hinterland di-
rection (Sterne, 2006). This backthrust creates the younger-
over-older thrust fault contact where formations such as the
Laramie and Fox Hills lie directly over the Fountain and Idaho
Springs formations that is noticeable around 1km in the sub-
surface. The backthrust motion creates a process called sub-
cutaneous delamination for the overlying younger formations.
This process tilts the formations vertical that would otherwise
lay flat in the subsurface. These vertical formations can be
observed in the Laramie formation with the exposed clay pit
mines and sandstone fins on the surface near the Fossil Trace
golf course. Additionally, the Golden Fault, which can be
found over the survey field, is a part of this complex and acts as
a thrust fault that brings the Pennsylvanian Fountain formation
to the surface.

GRAVITY DATA

Gravity Data: Preparation and Processing

A 2D gravity survey was conducted directly along both seis-

cross-sectional view with depth. As seen in Figure 4, three
layers were input into the inversion calculation at 25m total
depth.

Time-Domain EM Data: Interpretation

Situated along Line 200, our cross-sectional TEM data shows
an apparent contrast in resistivity near the beginning of the in-
crease in topography coinciding with the hill on the survey
field. Using background information on the geology of the
area, we are able to make inferences into where the different
geologic layers are located within the TEM inversion. Thus,
this contrast shows a possible transition from a sandstone to
the Pierre shale when going left-to-right on the cross-section.
The top layer reveals a possible resistive alluvial material. In
between the Pierre shale and the alluvial material, an interest-
ing interbedded formation is shown with a resistivity similar to
a finer sandstone. Based on the lenticular shape of this layer,
it could be inferred that this a fluvial deposit. Furthermore, it
could simply be an elevated water table. Finally, within the
sandstone section on the left side of the cross-section, there
is a boundary between a more resistive and more conductive
sandstone stacked on top of each other. This could be two dif-
ferent sandstone units or some differing sediment sizes from
two different periods in history.

Figure 4: Line 200 Time-Domain Electromagnetic inversion
results showing a three layer halfspace.

INTEGRATED DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The seismic, DC resistivity, and TEM 2D cross-sections were
overlaid onto the initial geologic model developed from the
gravity observations. By combining knowledge from the cross
sections as well as knowledge of historical Front-Range geol-
ogy, a final geologic model could be produced. The GM-SYS
2D model with the seismic image overlay in shown in Figure
5, the Wenner DC section shown in Figure 6, the TEM section
shown in Figure 7, and the final interpretation is shown in Fig-
ure 8. Each of these overlays as well as the final interpretation
are approximately west-east sections.

Shallow undulating reflectors guided modeling of Quaternary
alluvium as well as dip of Pennsylvanian to Lower Cretaceous
sandstone formations. Geologic observations of the Fountain,
Lyons, Lykins, and Morrison formations in the Golden area
show steep dips that have previous association with the Golden

fault. For this reason, modeling of the Fountain formation was
primarily influenced by reflectors dipping steeply to the east.
Figure 5 notably shows reflectors steeply dipping to the west
which could correspond the termination of the “triangle zone”
geometry of the Fountain through Lykins formations, or more
complex faulting structures that are poorly understood. The
Pierre Shale has high swell potential and is easily deformable,
and could be responsible for the complex fold structure shown
in Figure 5 (Horn, 1976).

DC resistivity data collected over the extent of Line 200 sup-
ported the findings from the seismic image and the geologic
model. Surface alluvium is visible as resistive packages along
the beginning and end of the DC survey. Furthermore, we cor-
related the dip of the contact between Pierre Shale and older
formations with the transition from conductive shales to resis-
tive sandstones. The beginning of this contact in the geologic
model of Figure 6 was located by the transition from conduc-
tive blue to resistive yellow-green.

The geologic model was finalized using TEM data which ex-
tends over the Eastern half of the survey. Again, as seen in Fig-
ure 7, the contact between conductive (blue) shale and resistive
(red) sandstones was present. The depth of alluvium initialized
in the DC resistivity survey was solidified with the knowledge
of resistive sandstones seen in the TEM cross-section.

Figure 5: Forward modeling of gravity response along Line
200 with the processed seismic overlay in GM-SYS 2D.

Figure 6: Forward modeling of gravity response along Line
200 with DC resistivity overlay in GM-SYS 2D.


